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Abstrat. The INTEGRAL satellite extensively observed the blak hole binary Cygnus X-1 from 2002 November
to 2004 November during alibration, open time and ore program (Galati Plane San) observations. These
data provide evidene for signiant spetral variations over the period. In the framework of the areting blak
hole phenomenology, the soure was most of the time in the Hard State and oasionally swithed to the so-
alled Intermediate State. Using the results of the analysis performed on these data, we present and ompare
the spetral properties of the soure over the whole energy range (5 keV1 MeV) overed by the high-energy
instruments on board INTEGRAL, in both observed spetral states. Fe line and reetion omponent evolution
ours with spetral hanges in the hard and soft omponents. The observed behaviour of Cygnus X-1 is onsistent
with the general piture of galati blak holes. Our results give lues to the physial hanges that took plae
in the system (dis and orona) at almost onstant luminosity during the spetral transitions and provide new
measures of the spetral model parameters. In partiular, during the Intermediate State of 2003 June, we observe
in the Cygnus X-1 data a high-energy tail at several hundred keV in exess of the thermal Comptonization model
whih suggests the presene of an additional non-thermal omponent.
Key words. blak hole physis  stars: individual: Cygnus X-1  gamma rays: observations  X-rays: binaries 
X-rays: general
1. Introdution
Galati Blak Holes (BH) X-ray binary systems display
high-energy emission haraterized by spetral and
ux variabilities on time sales ranging from millise-
onds to months. These systems are generally found
in two major states mainly dened by the relative
variable ontributions of soft and hard X-ray ompo-
nents, radio spetral properties and timing behaviour
(MClintok & Remillard 2003; Nowak 2002). In the
Hard State (HS), the X-ray and γ-ray spetrum is
generally desribed by a power law model with an
exponential uto at a few hundred keV, aompanied
by relevant radio emission; it an be modeled by thermal
Comptonization of ool seed photons in a hot eletron
plasma (Gierli«ski et al. 1997; Dove et al. 1998). The soft
(∼ 0.12 keV) blak body omponent is very weak or too
Send oprint requests to: M. Cadolle Bel : m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soft to ontribute signiantly. The Thermal Dominant
State (TDS) instead shows a strong thermal omponent
with a harateristi temperature of at most a few keV
that dominates the X-ray spetrum. No, or very weak
and spetrally steep, hard X-ray emission is observed; the
radio emission is quenhed or very faint. This spetrum
is generally assoiated with a geometrially thin and
optially thik aretion dis (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973).
In addition to these two anonial states, other states
have been identied, haraterized either by an even
greater luminosity than in the TDS (the Steep Power
law State) or by variability and X-ray spetral properties
mostly intermediate between the HS and the TDS
(Belloni et al. 1996): the Intermediate State (IS).
Cygnus X-1/HDE 226868 is one of the rst X-ray
binaries deteted; it belongs to the BH binary ategory.
Among the brightest X-ray soures of the sky, it is
also very variable on dierent time sales. The assump-
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tion that Cygnus X-1 ranks among the miroquasars
has been onrmed by the detetion of a relativisti
jet (Stirling et al. 2001). Sine its disovery in 1964
(Bowyer et al. 1965), it has been extensively observed as
the prototype of BH andidates in radio/optial wave-
lengths and with all high-energy instruments, from soft
X-rays to γ-rays, e.g., with ASCA (Gierli«ski et al. 1999),
SIGMA (Salotti et al. 1992), RXTE
(Dove et al. 1998; Pottshmidt et al. 2003a), BeppoSAX
(Frontera et al. 2001; Di Salvo et al. 2001) and CGRO
(MConnell et al. 2000; MConnell et al. 2002). This per-
sistent soure, loated at ∼ 2.4 ± 0.5 kp (MClintok
& Remillard 2003, Table 4.1), aretes via a strong stellar
wind oming from its ompanion, a O9.7I star of 20 M⊙
(Ziólkowski 2005) with an orbital period of 5.6 days.
The mass funtion onstrains the inlination angle of the
system between 25
◦
and 67
◦
(Gierli«ski et al. 1999) and
we adopted the value of 45
◦
.
Cygnus X-1 spends most of its time (90% until
1998 see, e.g., Gierli«ski et al. 1999) in the HS, with
a relatively low ux in soft X-rays (∼ 1 keV) and a
high ux in hard X-rays (∼ 100 keV). Its spetrum is
roughly desribed by a power law with a photon index
Γ between 1.42.1; a break at energies higher than
∼ 50 keV is present. This state is also haraterized
by a large timing variability. Oasionally, the soure
swithes to the TDS with Γ > 2.3. During 1996 June,
in addition to the dominant blak body omponent and
the hard omponent, a high-energy tail extending up to
10 MeV was disovered (MConnell et al. 2002). In this
state little variability is observed. The IS, in whih the
soure exhibits a relatively soft hard X-ray spetrum
(Γ ∼ 2.12.3) and a moderately strong soft thermal
omponent (Méndez & van der Klis 1997), often appears
when the soure is about to swith from one main state
to another. When not assoiated with a lear spetral
transition, this state is alled a Failed State Transition
(FST). In the IS, the soure displays a ompliated
pattern of timing properties. In the past few years, the
soure has been deeply observed in the IS and in the
TDS (Zdziarski et al. 2002; Pottshmidt et al. 2003a;
Gleissner et al. 2004a; Zdziarski & Gierli«ski 2004). In
addition to the thermal and power law omponents,
other spetral features an be present in the spetrum: a
reetion omponent peaking around 30 keV and, most
notieably, a Fe Kα line and Fe edge between 6 and 7
keV. These features an be visible in both spetral states.
The INTErnational Gamma-Ray Astrophysis
Laboratory (INTEGRAL) mission (Winkler et al. 2003)
is an European Spae Ageny satellite launhed on 2002
Otober 17, arrying two main γ-ray instruments, IBIS
(Ubertini et al. 2003) and SPI (Vedrenne et al. 2003),
and two X-ray monitors JEM-X (Lund et al. 2003).
Composed of two detetors, ISGRI (Lebrun et al. 2003)
and PICsIT (Di Coo et al. 2003), the IBIS oded mask
instrument overs the energy range between 15 keV and
10 MeV. The SPI telesope works in the 20 keV8 MeV
range and the JEM-X monitors provide spetra and im-
Fig. 1.RXTE/ASM daily average (1.512 keV) light urve
of Cygnus X-1 from 2002 November to 2004 November
(MJD = JD − 2400000.5) with the periods of our
INTEGRAL observations (see text and Tables 1 and 2
for epoh denitions).
ages in the nominal 335 keV band. As a bright hard X-ray
soure, Cygnus X-1 is a prime target for INTEGRAL and
has been extensively observed during the Performane
Veriation (PV) Phase of the mission, when the soure
was in the HS (Bazzano et al. 2003; Bouhet et al. 2003;
Cadolle Bel et al. 2004; Pottshmidt et al. 2003b).
Pottshmidt et al. (2005) also reported on preliminary
analysis of the high time-resolution Galati Plane San
(GPS) observations of Cygnus X-1 (up to 2004 April)
in the 1570 keV range. In the present work, we report
the results over a wide energy band (from 5 keV up to
1 MeV) of several sets of observations of Cygnus X-1,
inluding part of the PV-Phase observations not yet
exploited, the rst observations of Cygnus X-1 in the
Open Time program, a larger amount of GPS data
than previously analyzed and the data from the 2004
November alibration period. For the rst time, up to 1.5
Ms of INTEGRAL data of Cygnus X-1, olleted over
two years from 2002 November to 2004 November, are
presented, fully exploiting the broad-band apability of
all high-energy instruments of the mission.
2. Observations and data redution
Table 1 reports the general periods (epohs) of the ob-
servations used, giving for eah of them the instrument
data available, date range, exposure (per instrument) and
observing modes. Epoh 1 inludes part of the PV-Phase
observations of Cygnus X-1. To disuss the time evolution
of the soure, we report here the IBIS/ISGRI light urves
and hardness ratios obtained during most of the PV-Phase
observations of Cygnus X-1 (rst line of Table 1), but
sine spetral results were presented in previous works,
we studied more speially the broad-band spetrum (us-
ing JEM-X, IBIS and SPI data) only for those PV-Phase
observations not yet fully exploited, i.e., those performed
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between 2002 Deember 911 (epoh 1). The Open Time
observation was performed on 2003 June 711 (epoh 2)
with a 5×5 dither pattern (Jensen et al. 2003). The ee-
tive exposure time was 275 ks for JEM-X2, 292 ks for IBIS
and 296 ks for SPI. For this latter period, preliminary re-
sults an be found in Malza et al. (2004) and Cadolle
Bel et al. (2004) but we report here the omplete study
of the average spetrum while, in a future work, Malza
et al. (submitted) will present the variability properties of
the soure. Epoh 3 and epoh 4 refer respetively to the
set of Cygnus X-1 observations during the ore program
GPS and the 2004 November alibrations. Unfortunately,
for the short interrupted GPS exposures, the SPI data
are unusable beause a sensitive evaluation of the bak-
ground is not possible: only JEM-X and IBIS/ISGRI data
are used. The periods of our dierent INTEGRAL obser-
vations, presented in Table 1, are also indiated in Fig. 1
(epohs from numbers 1 to 4).
We redued the IBIS and JEM-X data with the
standard analysis proedures of the O-Line Sienti
Analysis OSA 4.2 released by the ISDC, whose algorithms
are desribed in Goldwurm et al. (2003) and Westergaard
et al. (2003) for IBIS and JEM-X respetively. A basi
seletion was performed to exlude those pointings too
lose to radiation belt entry or exit, or spoilt by too muh
noise. To avoid unertainties in the response les for high
o-axis angles, we also seleted the IBIS data of the obser-
vations for whih the soure was in the fully oded eld of
view, i.e., with an oset from the telesope axis no larger
than 4.5
◦
, and JEM-X data for maximum oset angles
of 3
◦
. Following reommendations of the OSA 4.2 release,
IBIS/ISGRI events were seleted to have orreted ener-
gies> 20 keV and rise time hannels between 7 and 80. For
the bakground orretion, we used a set of IBIS/ISGRI
maps derived in 256 energy hannels from empty eld ob-
servations (these maps will be the default IBIS/ISGRI or-
retion maps for the OSA 5.0 release) ombined with our
hosen energy bins while, for the o-axis orretion maps
and the response matries, we used those of the oial
OSA 4.2 release. In the analysis, we onsidered the pres-
ene of the two other soures of the region, Cygnus X-3
and EXOSAT 2030+375, when they were ative. For the
IBIS/ISGRI spetral extration however, we implemented
the most reent module (prepared for the OSA 5.0 deliv-
ery) whih is based on the least squares t done on bak-
ground and eieny orreted data, using oded soure
zones only. This option minimizes spurious features in
the extrated spetra, whih appear in partiular when
the soures are weak, partially oded and the bakground
poorly orreted (A. Gros, private ommuniation). For
the PICsIT spetral extration, we took the ux and error
values in the mosai image at the best-t position found
for the soure. We used the response matries oially re-
leased with OSA 4.2, rebinned to the 8 energy hannels of
the imaging output.
The SPI data were preproessed with OSA 4.2 us-
ing the standard energy alibration gain oeients per
orbit and exluding bad quality pointings whih have
Fig. 2. The 20200 keV IBIS/ISGRI light urve of
Cygnus X-1 from 2002 November 25 until 2004 November
22 and orresponding HR between the 40100 and the
2030 keV energy bands (see text and Tables 1 and 2 for
epoh denitions).
anomalous exposure and dead time values (or with a
high nal χ2 during imaging). The spiros 9.2 release
(Skinner & Connell 2003) was used to extrat the spe-
tra of Cygnus X-1, Cygnus X-3 and EXO 2030+375, with
a bakground model proportional to the saturating event
ount rates in the Ge detetors. Conerning the instru-
mental response, version 15 of the IRF (Image Response
Files) and version 2 of the RMF (Redistribution Matrix
Files) were used for epoh 1 and 2, e.g., prior to detetor
losses, while versions 17 and 4 respetively were taken for
epoh 4, e.g., after the failure of two detetors.
3. Results of the analysis
As shown in Fig. 1, during the epoh 2 INTEGRAL ob-
servations, the 1.512 keV ASM average ount rate of
Cygnus X-1 (∼ 1.3 Crab) was larger than during epoh 1
(∼ 290 mCrab) by a fator of 4.5. The derived IBIS/ISGRI
20200 keV light urves and Hardness Ratio (HR) of
Cygnus X-1 are shown respetively in Fig. 2 (general
overview of part of PV-Phase and epohs 1 to 4) and
Fig. 3 (spei zooms on part of PV-Phase, epohs 1 and
2). From epoh 1 to epoh 2, while the ASM average ount
rate inreased, the 20-200 keV IBIS/ISGRI one dereased
from ∼ 910 to ∼ 670 mCrab as shown in Fig. 3 (where, in
the 20-200 keV range, 1 Crab = 205 ts s
−1
). This prob-
ably indiates a state transition between epohs 1 and 2,
as also suggested by the derease in the IBIS HR (Fig. 3).
Similar transition, with a hange in the ASM light urves
and an evolving IBIS HR, ourred again during GPS
data (epoh 3). Figure 2 (bottom) shows the IBIS HR
behaviour over the whole 20022004 period indiated in
Table 1.
We sampled epoh 3 in ve distint sub-groups (noted
a to e) of lose pointings whih appear to our, aord-
ing to Fig. 1 and 2, in dierent regimes of ASM ount
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Table 1. Log of the Cygnus X-1 observations analyzed in this paper.
Epoh Instrument Observation Period Exposure Observation
(date yy/mm/dd) (ks) Type
IBIS 02/11/2502/12/15 810 staring, 5×5
a
, hex
b
1 IBIS/SPI/JEM-X 02/12/0902/12/11 365/365/31 5×5
2 IBIS/SPI/JEM-X 03/06/0703/06/11 292/296/275 5×5
3 IBIS/JEM-X 03/03/2404/09/10 269/35 GPS
c
4 IBIS/SPI/JEM-X 04/11/22 8/8/6 alibration
Notes:
a) 5×5 dither pattern around the nominal target loation.
b) hexagonal pattern around the nominal target loation.
) individual exposures separated by 6
◦
along the san path, shifted by 27.5
◦
in galati longitude.
(Observations indiated on the rst line also used, together with epohs 14, for Fig. 2 and 3.)
Fig. 3. Top: Zoom on the 20200 keV IBIS/ISGRI
light urve of Cygnus X-1 from 2002 November 25 until
Deember 15 and orresponding HR between the 40100
and the 2030 keV energy bands (average level denoted by
dashed line). Bottom: Same as above for epoh 2.
rate and of average IBIS HR. The data of eah epoh
(and sub-group) were summed to obtain an average spe-
trum studied separately. We added 3% systemati er-
rors for JEM-X (530 keV range), IBIS (20 keV1 MeV
range) and SPI (22 keV1 MeV range) and tted the
resultant spetra simultaneously using XSPEC v11.3.0
(Arnaud et al. 1996). In order to aount for unertain-
ties in the ross-alibration of eah instrument, a multi-
pliative onstant was added in the spetral ts to eah
instrument data set: it was set free for IBIS and SPI and
frozen to 1 for JEM-X.
Several models were used in the ourse of the spe-
tral analysis. In XSPEC notation, we used a multiolour
dis blak body diskbb (Mitsuda et al. 1984) plus a
Comptonization model omptt (Titarhuk 1994) and,
when neessary, we added a Gaussian for the Fe line
with the gaussian model and the reetion ompo-
nent reflet (Magdziarz & Zdziarski 1995). This lat-
ter omponent models the X-ray reetion of the omp-
tonized radiation from neutral or partially ionized mat-
ter, presumably the optially thik aretion dis (Done
et al. 1992, Gierli«ski et al. 1997, 1999, Magdziarz &
Zdziarski, 1995). For this soure, we always used a
xed absorption olumn density NH of 6 × 10
21
m
−2
(Balui«ska-Churh et al. 1995). We also tied the input
soft photon temperature kT0 of the omptt model to the
inner dis temperature kTin value found by the diskbb
model. In order to ompare all our data (from epohs 1
to 4) with the same model, we show the parameters ob-
tained from the urrent tted model desribed above (mul-
tiolour dis blak body plus Comptonization onvolved
by reetion and Gaussian when neessary). We also tried
more omplex models suh as ompps and eqpair, de-
veloped respetively by Poutanen & Svensson (1996) and
Coppi (1999), oupled to the gaussian and the diskbb
(or diskpn for eqpair only, see Setion 3.2) models: we
present suh results only for epoh 2, when the statistis
were signiantly better, the instrument ongurations
stable and during whih the presene of a non-thermal
omponent appeared more pronouned.
3.1. The hard state spetrum
Figure 4 shows the resultant ount spetrum obtained
in epoh 1 (2002 Deember 911) from 5 keV up to
1 MeV with JEM-X, SPI, IBIS/ISGRI and PICsIT data.
A simple power law model does not t the spetra well
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Table 2. Best-t parameters of Cygnus X-1 for the urrent thermal model in the dierent observation epohs.
Epoh Dates Dis Norm.
a kTin or kT0 kTe τ EFe line Ω/2pi
b χ2red
(MJD) (keV) (keV) (keV) (dof)
1 5261752620 - 0.20 (frozen) 67
+ 8
− 6 1.98
+0.21
−0.23 - 0.25
+0.03
−0.04 1.45 (230)
2 5279752801 250
+89
−59 1.16 ± 0.07 100
+29
−17 0.98
+0.25
−0.28 7.07
+0.12
−0.11 0.57
+0.09
−0.06 1.69 (236)
3a 5271052780 - 0.20 (frozen) 68
+22
−12 2.08
+0.51
−0.84 6.48 ± 0.13 0.32
+0.05
−0.07 1.07 (190)
3b 5280152825 312
+25
−24 1.15 ± 0.03 93 ± 42 0.80
+0.86
−0.40 6.40 ± 0.73 0.58
+0.20
−0.18 0.93 (190)
3 52990 361
+61
−67 0.99 ± 0.08 58
+54
−15 1.60
+0.64
−0.80 6.96 ± 0.19 0.23
+0.17
−0.09 0.99 (190)
3d 5310153165 - 0.20 (frozen) 56
+12
− 7 2.28
+0.30
−0.41 6.11 ± 0.26 0.27 ± 0.06 0.81 (190)
3e 5324053260 132 ± 10 1.39 ± 0.77 48
+20
− 6 1.85
+0.40
−0.07 6.49 ± 0.38 0.49
+0.37
−0.32 1.56 (190)
4 53335 232
+21
−32 1.16 (frozen) 128
+84
−63 0.74
+0.88
−0.38 7.78
+0.44
−0.42 0.47
+0.18
−0.14 0.97 (221)
Notes:
a) Dis normalization K is given by K = (R/D)2 cos θ where R is the inner dis radius in units of km, D is the distane to
the soure in units of 10 kp and θ the inlination angle of the dis.
b) Solid angle of the reetion omponent.
Model applied in XSPEC notations: onstant*wabs*(diskbb+gaussian+reflet*omptt) with NH xed to 6 × 10
21
m
−2
and kT0 value tied to dis kTin. Errors are at 90% ondene level (∆χ
2
= 2.7).
Fig. 4. Spetra of Cygnus X-1 in 2002 Deember 911
(epoh 1) with the JEM-X (blak), SPI (green) and IBIS
(ISGRI: red; PICsIT: blue) data. The best-t model is
a Comptonization model with reetion (see Table 2).
Residuals in σ units are also shown.
(photon index Γ of 1.9 ± 0.1 and redued hi-square
χ2
red
= 12.90 with 213 degrees of freedom, hereafter
dof). A uto in the model, with a typial folding en-
ergy of approximately 150 keV, learly improves the t
(χ2
red
= 2.12 with 212 dof) and better desribes the
available data. Sine a uto power law is usually at-
tributed to thermal Comptonization, we replaed this
phenomenologial model by a more physial model of
Comptonization (omptt, Titarhuk 1994). Some resid-
uals were still visible around 10 keV so we added a model
of reetion (with an inlination angle equal to 45
◦
) to
aount for this exess. The nal tested model there-
fore inludes thermal Comptonization onvolved by re-
etion (reflet), with solar abundanes for Fe and He
(Anders & Grevesse 1989). We obtain a plasma tempera-
ture kTe of 67 keV with an optial depth τ of 1.98 and
Ω/2pi = 0.25, with χ2
red
= 1.45 (230 dof). The dis blak
body is very weak or below the energy range of JEM-
Fig. 5. Epoh 1 unabsorbed EF (E) spetrum of
Cygnus X-1 along with the best-t model desribed
in Table 2 with the JEM-X, SPI and IBIS (ISGRI
and PICsIT) data.Dotted: Reetion. Long Dashes:
Comptonization.Thik: Total model.
X: this omponent was not used in our ts. As it gives
no ontribution, we froze the kT0 temperature of omptt
at 0.20 keV. Normalization onstants between instruments
(JEM-X, IBIS/ISGRI, SPI, IBIS/PICsIT) are respetively
equal to 1, 1.2, 1.3 and 0.9.
Note that some residual points are visible in this plot,
in partiular for the SPI data at low energies (and for
the IBIS data around 200 keV). This is mostly related to
the non perfet ross-alibration between the INTEGRAL
instruments. Indeed, by tting separately the dierent
instrument data, the residuals are redued, with little
hange in the spetral parameters. Future improvement in
the ross-alibration of INTEGRAL telesopes will allow
a better determination in the relative ux normalizations
and also a better agreement of the derived spetral shapes.
The IBIS onguration was not stable in the rst phases of
the mission: in partiular, the PV-Phase spetra may suf-
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Fig. 6. Spetra of Cygnus X-1 in 2003 June 711
(epoh 2) with the JEM-X (blak), SPI (green) and IBIS
(ISGRI: red; PICsIT: blue) data. The best-t model is a
multiolour dis blak body and a Comptonization model
with Gaussian and reetion omponents (see Table 2).
Residuals in σ units are also shown.
fer from the fat that the IBIS responses were built from
the Crab nebula observations performed in later periods,
with a dened and stable onguration.
In spite of these aveats, all spetra overlap relatively
well and do dene the same set of spetral parameters.
Figure 5 shows the resultant EF (E) spetrum and its
best-t with the JEM-X, IBIS and SPI data. Table 2
summarizes all t results. While the 20100 keV lumi-
nosity is 6.5 × 10
36
ergs s
−1
(with a distane to the
soure xed at 2.4 kp), the bolometri luminosity (ex-
trapolated from 0.01 keV to 10 MeV) has the value of
2.2 × 10
37
ergs s
−1
. The best-t parameters we ob-
tain are onsistent with those found in BH binaries in
the HS (MClintok & Remillard 2003) and with previ-
ous results reported on Cygnus X-1 in the HS, in par-
tiular from the INTEGRAL data (Bazzano et al. 2003;
Bouhet et al. 2003; Pottshmidt et al. 2003b). These au-
thors generally give plasma temperatures between 50100
keV and optial depths in the 1.02 range. In partiular,
our SPI spetrum is fully ompatible with the one reported
by Bouhet et al. (2003). These authors observed that the
derived spetrum had an exess omponent with respet
to a Sunyaev & Titarhuk (S-T) Comptonization model
(1980) and that it was better desribed by a uto power
law with Γ = 1.5 and a uto energy of 155 keV. We nd
exatly the same results for our SPI spetrum alone if
we t it with an S-T model or a uto power law. This
exess emission, with respet to the simple S-T model,
was already observed in a number of ases for the HS
spetra of BH systems, e.g., Jourdain & Roques (1994).
However, with the Titarhuk (1994) model (whih better
desribes the Comptonization for high plasma tempera-
tures), no signiant exess is observed in epoh 1 spetra
of Cygnus X-1.
3.2. The transition to a softer state in 2003 June
As visible in the hange of the ASM light urve of
Cygnus X-1 (see Fig. 1) and its orresponding high-
energy HR shown in Fig. 3 (average value of 1.1 for epoh
2 ompared to more than 1.4 for epoh 1), the soure
softens during epoh 2. Although a single power law does
not t the data properly (χ2
red
= 23.51 with 245 dof),
the derived slope is softer (Γ = 2.2 ± 0.1). As for the HS
spetrum analysis, an inspetion of the residuals reveals
what kind of omponent an be added to build a proper
model. The need for eah new omponent is then heked
with the results of the ts and the nal model is further
veried by repeating the proedure with omponents
added in a dierent order.
First, we inluded a uto in the power law and
we improved the χ2 by ∆χ2 = 7.8: this indiates that
the new omponent is signiant at more than the 95%
ondene level. A uto in the power law model, with a
typial folding energy of approximately 200 keV, better
desribes the available data, so we tried the physial
Comptonization model (omptt) as we did for epoh 1.
Moreover, sine very large residuals are visible in the soft
X-rays and sine we suspet a transition to the IS, we
added a multiolour dis blak body (diskbb), whih is
in fat required by the data (χ2
red
= 14.87 and 239 dof
without this omponent). Some residuals around 10 keV
indiate the need for a reetion omponent. Therefore,
the best model for the ontinuum onsists of a multiolour
dis blak body (diskbb) and thermal Comptonization
(omptt) onvolved by reetion (reflet, with pa-
rameters as above). The Comptonization temperature
kT0 was xed to the kTin value returned by the diskbb.
Finally, we added a Gaussian to aount for the residuals
in the JEM-X data around 67 keV (χ2
red
= 2.42 and 237
dof without this omponent).
Table 2 summarizes the best-t parameters and the
χ2
red
obtained from 5 keV up to 1 MeV. We obtained a
plasma temperature kTe of 100
+29
−17 keV and an optial
depth τ of 0.98 +0.25
−0.28, respetively higher and lower than
in epoh 1 (kTe = 67
+8
−6 keV, τ = 1.98
+0.21
−0.23). The
inner dis temperature reahed 1.16 keV and a signiant
line is deteted at a entroid energy of 7.07 keV, with
an Equivalent Width (EW) of 1.4 keV. With the same
assumed distane, the luminosity is 6.5 × 10
36
ergs s
−1
in the 0.510 keV range and 5.2 × 10
36
ergs s
−1
in the
20100 keV band. The bolometri luminosity, extrap-
olated from 0.01 keV up to 10 MeV, has the value of
2.0 × 10
37
ergs s
−1
; the dis aounts for 26 % of the
total luminosity.
The derived dis normalization is possibly underes-
timated and not well onstrained by the JEM-X data
(whih start at 5 keV). The multiolour dis blak body is
only an approximation of the soft omponent: the diret
derivation of physial parameters of the dis from the
best-t values may suer from some important eets
(Merloni et al. 2000). Aording to these authors, the
dominant eet seems to be that, in the inner part of
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the dis, the opaity is dominated by eletron sattering
rather than free-free absorption. The net result is that
the derived temperature given by the kTin parameter
overestimates the eetive inner temperature by a fator
of 1.7 or more (Shimura & Takahara 1995). This has
an eet on the estimation of the inner dis radius as
well. Assuming an inlination angle of 45
◦
, the derived
internal radius from the best-t dis normalization has
the unphysial value of 4.50
+0.74
−0.56 km. For a 10 M⊙
BH, this value orresponds to 0.15 Rs (where Rs is the
Shwarzshild radius), i.e., smaller than the last stable
orbit even around a maximally spinning Kerr BH.
A omparatively strong reetion omponent
(Ω/2pi = 0.57 +0.09
−0.06 while it was 0.25
+0.03
−0.04
for epoh 1) is also neessary to t the data
(χ2
red
= 4.57 and 237 dof without this omponent).
Our Ω/2pi value is onsistent with ASCA, RXTE
(Gierli«ski et al. 1996; Gierli«ski et al. 1999) and
BeppoSAX observations (Frontera et al. 2001). The
best-t model, over-plotted on data from JEM-X, SPI,
IBIS/ISGRI and PICsIT, is reported in ount units in
Fig. 6. Figure 7 shows the resultant EF (E) spetrum with
its best-t. Note that we have rebinned, for illustrative
purposes, the SPI high-energy points above 750 keV to
reah the level of 3σ, but the t was performed on the
original energy hannels of the spetrum (50 bins over
the 22 keV1 MeV band). Normalization onstants are
respetively equal to 1, 1, 1.2 and 1. Residuals again show
that improvements in the instrument ross-alibration
and responses are still needed to obtain a fully satisfa-
tory t of the INTEGRAL ombined data, but we believe
that the general spetral model and parameters are well
determined.
Considering the behaviour of the ASM light urve
(Fig.1), the evolution of the high-energy IBIS HR (Fig. 3,
lower panel), the relative softness of the spetrum and the
presene of a relatively strong hard energy emission, it ap-
pears that during the 2003 June observations Cygnus X-1
was in the IS (or in the FST). This is also onrmed
by radio observations of Malza et al. (2004) who sug-
gested that the utuations of the radio luminosity were
assoiated with a pivoting of the high-energy spetrum.
The derived thermal Comptonization parameters are
onsistent with those found in BH binaries in soft states
(MClintok & Remillard 2003).
As it an be seen in Fig. 7, an exess with respet to
the Comptonized spetrum above 400 keV is observed
in the SPI data that is not present in epoh 1. We tried
dierent models of the bakground, we used dierent
seletions of pointings with two data proessings (the
standard pipeline and the spei softwares developed
by the SPI instrument team); however, this feature
is always present. To evaluate the possible presene
of an instrumental feature, we re-analyzed the Crab
observation performed with SPI on 2003 February 2224,
with the same onguration and dither pattern as those
of our Cygnus X-1 observations. We obtained a spetrum
onsistent with the one reported by Roques et al. (2003).
With 3% systematis added to the 200 ks SPI data,
the Crab spetrum is well desribed by a power law
with Γ = 2.1 over the 221000 keV energy range and no
high-energy exess above 400 keV is observed. This test
shows that it is unlikely that the observed high-energy
tail in the Cygnus X-1 IS spetrum is due to a systemati
eet.
We tted this exess with an extra omponent, in
addition to our urrent Comptonization model. Using a
power law for all the data (exept JEM-X), we obtain
a best-t photon index Γ of 2.12 +0.31
−0.16. The improve-
ment in the χ2
red
is relatively important (1.65 with an
absolute hi-square redued by 10 for 2 additional free
parameters), making this omponent signiant. An
F-test (Bevington & Robinson 1992) provides a hane
probability that this improvement is due to utuations
of about 10
−2
(but see Protassov et al. 2002 about
the limitations of the F-test). At the same time, the
parameters obtained for the urrent model are dierent
to those obtained without the power law. We obtained a
plasma temperature of 50 keV, an optial depth of 2.1 and
Ω/2pi is around 0.49. While the IBIS high-energy data
do not require this additional omponent, IBIS points
are also onsistent, due to the large error bars, with this
additional power law model. A better χ2
red
(equal to 1.55,
with an absolute hi-square redued by 35, giving now a
hane probability of 10
−5
for the additional power law
that the improvement is due to utuations) is obtained
when PICsIT data are negleted. Sine the SPI telesope
is ertainly the best alibrated INTEGRAL instrument
at energies higher than 400-500 keV, we onsider this
feature to be signiant.
Consequently, in order to aount for this high-energy
emission with more physial models, we tted the data
with the hybrid models ompps and eqpair (oupled
to the usual dis and Gaussian line omponents). They
ombine both thermal and non-thermal partile distribu-
tions in the alulation of the emergent spetrum, as fully
desribed by Poutanen & Svensson (1996) and Coppi
(1999). Those models use a hot plasma loud, mainly
modeled as a spherial orona around the ompat objet
(onguration taken in our ts) or as the well-known
slab geometry, illuminated by soft thermal photons om-
ing from an aretion dis. These photons are Compton
sattered by both thermal (Maxwellian) and non-thermal
(power law) eletrons that lose energy by Compton,
Coulomb and bremsstrahlung interations. The number
of eletrons is determined by τ , the orresponding (total)
vertial Thomson optial depth of the orona.
Both eqpair and ompps models allow one to injet
a non-thermal eletron distribution with Lorentz fators
between γmin and γmax and a power law spetral index Γp.
In the eqpair model, the system is haraterized by the
power Li supplied to its dierent omponents, expressed
as the dimensionless ompatnesses li = (LiσT) / Rmec
3
(where R is the orona size). This model has two advan-
tages with respet to the ompps: rst, it is valid both for
high kTe and low τ and vie-versa (while ompps should
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be used for τ < 3 only). Seondly, the eqpair model
also takes into aount the eletron-positron annihilation
proess. We used the diskpn and diksbb routines in
the XSPEC pakage to desribe the soft emission from
the aretion dis in the two hybrid models (eqpair and
then ompps). With the diskpn, the main harateristi
is that the dis spetrum inident on the plasma is
omputed assuming a pseudo-Newtonian potential for
the aretion dis, extending from 3 (the minimum stable
orbit) to 500 Rs.
Both the purely thermal and the thermal/non-thermal
best-t parameters of these hybrid models for the Cygnus
X-1 spetrum of 2003 June are reported in Table 3. The
pure thermal models obviously do not improve the t
with respet to the thermal Comptonization model, but
when the eet of a non-thermal eletron distribution is
inluded, the χ2 are redued by a signiant amount and
the high-energy omponent appears well tted by these
models, in partiular by the non-thermal eqpair.
First, for eqpair, with frozen values of γmin and γmax
at respetively 1.5 and 1000 and with the same value for
NH and abundanes as before, we obtain the dimension-
less parameters lh/ls = 4.57
+0.04
−0.87 and lnth/lh = 0.16
+0.11
−0.08
(where ls, lth, lnth and lh = lth + lnth orrespond to
the ompatness in soft dis photons irradiating the
plasma, in diret thermal eletron heating, in eletron
aeleration and in total power supplied to eletrons in
the plasma respetively). These parameters indiate that
the power in the non-thermal omponent is ∼ 16% of
the total power supplied to the eletrons in the orona.
With a χ2
red
= 1.55 (232 dof), learly better than the
urrent epoh 2 model and the pure thermal version of
the eqpair model (values also reported in Table 3), the
derived thermal values of τ , Ω/2pi, EFe entroid and EW
math, within the unertainties, the parameters obtained
in Table 2. The value of kTe dereases from the pure
thermal model as expeted and it is similar to the value
we get when adding a power law to our urrent model.
While tting a soft state spetra from 0.5200 keV with
the same hybrid model, Frontera et al. (2001) found Γp
equal to 2.5 ± 0.1, an EW ∼ 300 eV and Ω/2pi around
0.63. These values math well with our non-thermal
results. However, they obtained a lower lh/ls ∼ 0.36 and
a higher lnth/lh ∼ 0.77. For what they alled a typial
soft state, MConnell et al. (2002) found a Γp ompatible
with ours (around 2.6) but, again, lh/ls ∼ 0.17 and
lnth/lh ∼ 0.68 dierent from our values. For another soft
state, Gierli«ski et al. (1999) found even higher values
for these latter three parameters, in the range 2.63.4,
0.251.6 and 0.771. All these omparisons suggest that,
in epoh 2, Cygnus X-1 was not in the typial soft state,
but was rather in the IS.
Seond, the thermal part of the hybrid model ompps
ts the data for a χ2
red
= 1.72 (233 dof). Most of the
ruial parameters like kTe, the optial depth, Ω/2pi and
the EFe entroid are ompatible with those obtained with
our urrent model (reported in Table 2) with a ompa-
rable χ2
red
. Trying to improve our ts, we then used the
non-thermal part of the ompps model with an eletron
distribution of index 3.72
+0.17
−0.22 and we report all the
derived parameters in Table 3. Comparing the dierent
χ2
red
(now equal to 1.69 for 230 dof), the improvement is
signiant but not as strong as the eqpair non-thermal
model. Again, kTe dereases from the value obtained
with a pure thermal model, whih is ompatible with
MConnell et al. (2002). Using the non-thermal part of
the ompps model to t a soft state, these authors found
temperatures (∼ 60 keV), reetion fators and energy
index Γp (∼ 3.5) again ompatible with ours.
Some authors, e.g., Belloni et al. (1996) and Ibragimov
et al. (2005, submitted) laim that the soft states ob-
served in 1996, 1998 and 1999 were in fat IS. Modeling
the spetra with eqpair and a non-thermal high-energy
omponent, Ibragimov et al. showed spetral results
onsistent with the non-thermal values we report here,
inluding a high lh/ls value. Aording to the dierent
soft states of Cygnus X-1 analyzed, they obtained for this
parameter values between 4.2 and 12 and for τ , values in
the range 0.91.6. These results are onsistent with ours.
We nd that the non-thermal hybrid eqpair model
the best able to t our epoh 2 data: this model learly
aounts for the high-energy tail observed. The non-
thermal omponent represents 16% of the total power
supplied to the eletrons in the orona and the inferred
luminosity in the 20-100 keV range is 6 × 10
36
ergs s
−1
while the bolometri one is 3.3 × 10
37
ergs s
−1
.
Fig. 7. Epoh 2 unabsorbed EF (E) spetrum of
Cygnus X-1 along with the best-t model desribed in
Table 2 with the JEM-X, SPI and IBIS (ISGRI and
PICsIT) data. Dashed: Dis. Dotted-Dashed: Gaussian
line. Dotted: Reetion. Long Dashes: Comptonization.
Thik: Total model.
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Table 3. Best-t parameters of Cygnus X-1 for thermal/non-thermal hybrid models in the epoh 2 observations.
Model eqpair (thermal) eqpair (non-thermal) ompps (thermal) ompps (non-thermal)
lh/ls 5.3
+0.8
−0.4 4.57
+0.04
−0.87 - -
lnth/lh - 0.16
+0.11
−0.08 - -
τ 0.66 +0.02
−0.09 0.49
+0.24
−0.02 0.57
+0.03
−0.01 1.43 ± 0.10
Γp - 2.4
+0.5
−1.0 - 3.72
+0.17
−0.22
γmin, γmax - 1.5, 1000 (frozen) - 1.34, 1000 (frozen)
Ω/2pi 0.73 +0.07
−0.03 0.63 ± 0.08 0.60 ± 0.05 0.87
+0.12
−0.28
EFe (keV) 7.18
+0.16
−0.14 7.06 ± 0.06 7.20
+0.10
−0.22 7.14 ± 0.09
EW (eV) 287 379 238 412
kT0 (keV) 1.44
+0.07
−0.03 1.39
+0.27
−0.01 1.20 (frozen) 1.20 (frozen)
kTe (keV) 103
a
42
a
111
+3
−6 39
+33
−2
χ2red (dof) 1.68 (234) 1.55 (232) 1.72 (233) 1.69 (230)
Notes:
a) The eletron temperature is alulated for the best-t model (i.e., not free parameters).
Model applied in XSPEC notations: onstant*wabs*(diskpn+gaussian+eqpair) or on-
stant*wabs*(diskbb+gaussian+ompps) with NH xed to 6 × 10
21
m
−2
and kT0 value tied to dis kTin. Errors are
at 90% ondene level (∆χ2 = 2.7).
3.3. Evolutions ourring during Epohs 3 and 4
(2003-2004)
We separated epoh 3 in ve sub-groups as follows: a) be-
fore epoh 2 (MJD ∼ 5271052780); b) just after epoh
2 (MJD ∼ 5280152825); ) at MJD = 52990 when the
soure swithes again to a softer state; d) when a harder
state is then observed (MJD ∼ 5310153165); e) obser-
vations when the ASM ount rate slightly inreases while
the IBIS HR dereases (MJD ∼ 5324053260). The IBIS
HR shown in Fig. 2 indiates spetral evolution with time:
from groups a to e, the mean HR value is 1.55, 0.8, 1.1,
1.4 and 1.05. Aordingly, a simple power law model ts
the data with dierent indexes: Γ = 1.9, 2.3, 2.2, 1.9 and
2.3 ± 0.1 for groups a to e.
We tted from 5 keV to 400 keV the JEM-X and
IBIS/ISGRI spetra of the data olleted during these
sub-groups, using our urrent Comptonization (omptt)
model for the HS and the IS dened above. We xed
the seed photon temperature kT0 to the kTin value given
by the diskbb (or frozen to 0.20 keV when the dis
emission is not deteted). The best-t parameters are
listed in Table 2. Normalization onstants between the
two instruments are very lose to eah other (∼ 11.2
for IBIS/ISGRI when JEM-X onstant is frozen to 1).
Variations in amplitude and overall spetral shape are
observed between the epoh 3 sub-groups. While no dis
emission is deteted for groups a and d, a dis omponent
is required for groups b,  and e. The EWs are also hang-
ing: the softer the soure, the larger the EW (∼ 110 eV for
group a ompared to ∼ 780 eV for group e). These results
and the IBIS HR (Fig. 2) indiate that, during sub-groups
3 a and d, Cygnus X-1 was in a HS (as in epoh 1) while,
in sub-groups 3 b,  and e, the soure was in a softer state.
During epoh 4, the simple power law slope is
Γ = 2.2 ± 0.1 and the mean IBIS HR value is 1.1.
This indiates that the soure was again in a softer state
than the HS. The ount spetrum is presented in Fig. 8.
Figure 9 shows the resultant EF (E) spetrum and its
best-t model overplotted on the data obtained from
JEM-X, IBIS/ISGRI and SPI (high-energy IBIS points
are rebinned at the 3σ level above 200 keV for illustrative
purposes). Cross-alibration onstants are respetively 1,
1 and 1.3. Using the urrent Comptonization (omptt)
model dened above for epoh 2, we present in Table 2 the
best-t parameters obtained. Sine we obtained a best-t
solution similar to the one of epoh 2, we xed, to de-
ne the errors for the other parameters, the kTin to the
epoh 2 value of 1.16 keV and we obtained kTe = 128 keV,
τ = 0.74, Ω/2pi = 0.47 +0.18
−0.14 (lose to the epoh 2 value of
0.57
+0.09
−0.06) and EFe = 7.78 keV. Althought the tempera-
ture is little onstrained and errors are large, these values
indiate that the soure was again in a rather soft state.
Fig. 8. Epoh 4 spetra of Cygnus X-1 with the JEM-
X (blak), SPI (green) and IBIS/ISGRI (red) data along
with the best-t urrent model (see Table 2). Residuals in
σ units are also shown.
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Fig. 9. Epoh 4 unabsorbed EF (E) spetrum of
Cygnus X-1 along with the best-t model desribed
in Table 2 with the JEM-X, IBIS/ISGRI and SPI
data. Dashed: Dis. Dotted-Dashed: Gaussian line. Dotted:
Reetion. Long Dashes: Comptonization. Thik: Total
model.
4. Disussion
During the broad-band (5 keV1 MeV) INTEGRAL
observations of Cygnus X-1 presented in this paper, the
soure was deteted in at least two dierent spetral
states. For epoh 1 (part of PV-Phase) and during some
of the GPS observations (epoh 3, sub-groups a and
d), the soure was in the typial HS with a high-energy
spetrum extending up to 800 keV, well haraterized by a
thermal Comptonization model. Parameters are typial of
BH binaries and onsistent with previous observations of
Cygnus X-1 in the HS. We nd that the Comptonization
omponent must be modied by reetion. The sub-
tended angle we derived is also ompatible with values
previously found for this soure in the HS, either from
Ginga and CGRO/OSSE (kTe ∼ 100 keV, τ ∼ 12,
and Ω/2pi ∼ 0.190.34, Gierli«ski et al. 1997), or from
BeppoSAX (kTe ∼ 60 keV, τ ∼ 12 and Ω/2pi = 0.25,
Frontera et al. 2001). Di Salvo et al. (2001) observed even
higher temperatures for the HS, from 111 to 140 keV,
and Ω/2pi ∼ 0.10.3, within our error bars. Also, our
results are ompatible with those reported by Bazzano
et al. (2003), Bouhet et al. (2003) and Pottshmidt
et al. (2003b) who used INTEGRAL data from other
PV-Phase observations, when Cygnus X-1 was also in
the HS. We did not detet any Fe line nor dis emission
during this period. Indeed, we ould determine a 90%
ondene level upper limit of 94 eV EW for a narrow
line (σ = 0.1 keV) at 6.7 keV and of 172 eV EW for a
broad one (σ = 1 keV). These limits are ompatible with
the typial EWs (∼ 150 eV) of broad lines observed in
HS from this BH system (Frontera et al. 2001). The lak
of strong Fe line and dis emission is not surprising sine,
in the HS, the dis does not extend lose to the BH, its
inner dis temperature is low and ontribution at > 5 keV
is negligible.
Cygnus X-1 underwent a lear evolution to a softer
state from epoh 1 to epoh 2. We indeed observed
in 2003 June INTEGRAL data hardness variations
(Fig. 2 and 3) and photon index hanges, along with the
appearane of a signiant soft omponent well tted by
a dis blak body model. The hanges in the high-energy
omponent are obvious from the best-t parameters of the
urrent model reported in Table 2. The Comptonization
parameter y is haraterized by both values (kTe, τ)
where y = (kTe/mec
2) max (τ, τ2). While y ∼ 0.51 +0.10
−0.09
for epoh 1, its value drops to 0.19
+0.07
−0.06 for epoh 2.
As shown previously, these hanges were orrelated
with evolutions of the RXTE/ASM light urve (Fig. 1)
whih indiate the rise of the soft dis emission. The
inrease in dis emission (up to about 26% of the
bolometri luminosity) ombined with an inrease of
the inner dis temperature to about 1.16 keV suggest
that the aretion dis has extended down very lose
to the BH horizon. However, the inferred inner radius
(4.5 km) is not ompatible with the size of the innermost
stable irular orbit, even for a maximally spinning
Kerr BH. Besides unertainties on the inlination angle
and on the dis normalization, a number of eets an
lead to suh unphysial estimations. As mentioned in
Setion 3.2, eletron satterings an produe a diluted
blak body (Shimura & Takahara 1995) and ause the
observed temperature kTin to be higher and the dis
normalization lower. Consequently, the inner dis radii
ould be underestimated by a fator of 5 or more
(Merloni et al. 2000). Another possible explanation
for suh a high temperature ould be that the dis
emission is Comptonized by a dierent warm orona
at a temperature of a few keV, as sometimes suggested
(Frontera et al. 2001; Malza et al. 2005).
The softening of the hard omponent and the appear-
ane of the dis emission were aompanied by signiant
inrease in reetion and hanges in Fe line emission.
During epoh 2 data, the Fe line is needed in the spetra
(while not for epoh 1) and Ω/2pi inreases (it is more
than twie the value found for epoh 1): this again
indiates that a larger dis, loser to the BH, reets
more radiation oming from the hot plasma. Figures 5
and 7 show the resultant unabsorbed EF (E) spetra
for both epohs 1 and 2: we learly see dierenes in
amplitudes and in the relative ontributions of the various
omponents, from soft to hard X-rays/γ-rays. Similar
spetral transitions are observed during epohs 3 and 4:
y = 0.57 +0.27
−0.34 for epoh 3 sub-group a (while it drops to
0.14
+0.16
−0.09 for group b), and y = 0.18
+0.24
−0.13 for epoh 4.
The y evolution, ombined with the hanges in the IBIS
HR and in the ASM light urve, indeed shows transitions
from the HS (epoh 1, epohs 3 a and d) to softer states
(epohs 2, 3 b, , e and 4).
The transition to a soft state is generally attributed
to an inrease in the aretion rate. In this ase, the total
luminosity should inrease signiantly. For example, the
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total luminosity measured by Frontera et al. (2001) in the
TDS of Cygnus X-1 was about a fator of 3 higher than
in the HS, with a ontribution of the dis emission higher
than 50% of the total luminosity. From our analysis,
the spetral transition seems to our with only a slight
hange in the bolometri luminosity, mainly due to the
appearane of a high-energy tail whih represents less
than 2% of the Eddington luminosity (∼ 1.5 × 1039 ergs
s
−1
for a 10 M⊙ BH). Therefore, we an interpret the
omponent evolution as a spetral pivoting between soft
and hard X-rays at almost onstant luminosity. This
has already been reported for other BH suh as for the
miroquasar XTE J1550-564 (Rodriguez et al. 2003).
When the total luminosity does not hange muh, the
spetral evolution annot be explained simply by a large
variation in the aretion rate. An additional physial
parameter (for example linked to the temperature and
geometry of the Comptonizing loud or to the magneti
eld) must probably vary in the system to trigger the
spetral hanges from the HS to a softer state at almost
onstant luminosity.
While our data start at 5 keV, leading to a possible
underestimation of the bolometri luminosity (whih in a
real soft state is dominated by the soft omponent), the
near onstany of the luminosity between epohs 1 and
2 and other fats show that the soft state we observed
in this latter period is not the typial TDS observed in
Cygnus X-1. Our spetral analysis and the omparisons
with previous results obtained on Cygnus X-1 (see
Setion 3.2) led us to onlude that, during epoh 2, the
soure was rather in the IS. The need for a uto in the
high-energy spetrum of epoh 2 shows that the thermal
Comptonization is still a dominant proess for the
high-energy omponent. The hybrid thermal/non-thermal
models lead to a signiant improvement in the t of our
data, ompared to the thermal Comptonization models,
like omptt, or the pure thermal versions of eqpair and
ompps. However, our best-t non-thermal parameters
are sometimes intermediate between hard and soft state
values (like lh/ls, lnth/lh or Γp): this again shows that
Cygnus X-1 was in the IS (or in the FST). Suh a
onlusion was also reahed by Malza et al. (2004)
on the basis of the observed orrelation of the spetral
hardness with the radio ux during this period.
In reent years, it has beome apparent that in
the HS, the BH binaries beome bright in radio and
display lear orrelations between the X-ray and radio
luminosities (Corbel et al. 2003; Gallo et al. 2003) as
often observed for Cygnus X-1 (Broksopp et al. 1999;
Gleissner et al. 2004b; Nowak 2005). Models where the
base of a ompat jet plays a major role in the phys-
ial proesses of suh BH systems have been proposed
(Marko et al. 2001). In suh senarios, the high-energy
emission seen during the HS is interpreted as syn-
hrotron emission from the jet that extends from radio
to hard X-rays, naturally explaining the orrelations
observed during the HS. Those models explain the
observed (or inferred) outows: the radio emission is
proportional to the jet power whih in turn is orrelated
with the aretion rate and with the X-ray emission
(Heinz & Sunyaev 2003; Merloni et al. 2003) as disussed
for GX 339-4 (Zdziarski et al. 2004). However, detetion
of radio emission was reported during the TDS, for
example in the BH XTE J1650-500 (Corbel et al. 2004)
and the senario inreases in omplexity (see Fender
et al. 2005 for a omplete review). More reently, Marko
et al. (2004) have proposed jet models where the synhro-
self Compton or the external Comptonization radiation
are the dominant proesses generating X-ray spetra in
BH binaries. These models seem to t the experimental
data as well as the thermal Comptonization models do.
While we did not observe any signiant high-energy
tail during the PV-Phase observations, it appears that, in
the SPI spetra of 2003 June, when the soure was in the
IS, some data points above 400 keV are not well desribed
by the thermal Comptonization models (see Fig. 6 and 7).
All the tests we have performed using dierent SPI bak-
ground models and the Crab nebula spetrum indiate
that this feature omes from the soure. Similar exess
over a Comptonization law has been previously observed,
in partiular with CGRO/OSSE (MConnell et al. 2002)
whih deteted a power law like omponent extending
beyond 1 MeV during a (so lassied) TDS of Cygnus X-1.
In our ase, the SPI data of the observed IS spetrum of
Cygnus X-1 imply a rather bright high-energy tail. The
bolometri luminosity of the soure, inluding this new
omponent, is 1.65 times higher than the one obtained
with the best-t thermal urrent model.
This kind of steep power law, without a high-energy
break (at least up to 1 MeV) was modeled in the past
inluding a non-thermal omponent in the aretion ow,
with the so-alled hybrid thermal/non-thermal models
from Poutanen & Svensson (1996) and Coppi (1999).
Using these same models, we obtain a better t of our
data, whih indiate the neessity to inlude a non-
thermal distribution of eletrons, with a power law energy
index between 2.43.7, depending on the model used. Γp
between 2 and 3 are expeted from shok aeleration
models. We nd that most of the ruial parameters suh
as τ , Ω/2pi, EFe entroid, EW or kTe are ompatible with
previous results reported by MConnell et al. (2002),
Frontera et al. (2001) and Gierli«ski et al. (1999). With
the non-thermal eqpair model, we found an unabsorbed
bolometri luminosity of 3.3 × 10
37
ergs s
−1
(higher
than the one obtained with the urrent thermal model).
This value is ∼ 1.9 times lower than the one observed by
MConnell et al. (2002) in the (so lassied) TDS: this,
along with the dierenes seen in the lh/ls, lnth/lh and Γp
values (see Setion 3.2), denitely shows that our epoh
2 observations did not happen during a TDS but rather
in the IS, with an intermediate luminosity.
Alternatively, Comptonization on a population of
(thermalized) eletrons with bulk motion, e.g., Titarhuk
et al. (1997), Laurent & Titarhuk (1999), is sometimes
invoked to explain the power law high-energy omponent.
This ould desribe the observed high-energy emission
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seen in epoh 2, as it predits Γ > 2 or even softer, even
if the lower energy uto should be around 100 keV. In
addition to hybrid thermal/non-thermal models presented
above, a stratied Comptonization region, providing a
larger range of both eletron temperatures and optial
depths, ould model the spetrum. Ling et al. (1997)
reahed the same onlusions based on Monte Carlo
modeling of CGRO/BATSE spetra ombined with (non
ontemporaneous) CGRO/COMPTEL data (MConnell
et al. 1994). Thermal gradients are inorporated into
several other models, whih then lead to the generation
of a high-energy tail, e.g., Skibo & Dermer (1995),
Chakrabarti & Titarhuk (1995) and Misra & Melia
(1996).
5. Summary and onlusions
Using the broad-band apability of INTEGRAL, it has
been possible to aumulate a large amount of simulta-
neous data on Cygnus X-1 between 5 keV1 MeV and
to follow its spetral evolution from 2002 November to
2004 November. These data were helpful to haraterize
the evolution of the Comptonization parameters of the
soure orrelated to the presene of a variable dis emis-
sion, indiating transitions between the HS and a softer
(Intermediate) state. We also observed the presene in
the SPI data of a high-energy tail during the IS (or the
FST), emerging from the Comptonization omponent be-
tween 400 keV1MeV and probably assoiated with a non-
thermal omponent. The extent to whih the spetrum
hardens at energies approahing 1 MeV has now beome
an important issue for theoretial modeling of the are-
tion proesses and radiation mehanisms in BH binaries.
Data from both IBIS and SPI instruments oer the best
opportunity to dene more preisely the high-energy X-
ray binary spetra. We hope to further investigate this
using INTEGRAL data from this soure and other bright
BH X-ray binaries.
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